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THE BIG STORY
UK Diaspora Enrolment
Launch in Pictures

The DG/CEO NIMC, Engr. Aliyu Aziz, Mr Yemi
Adetunji of Thebez , GM LRS NIMC, Hadiza AliDagabana and the representative from Cox &
Kings at the launch.

NIMC Jigawa Calls For Synergy With Horizon
F.M Dutse, FRCN
The National Identity
Management
Commission (NIMC) Jigawa
State has called on
Horizon FM 100.5 MHz
to collaborate towards
the enlightenment of
the public on the activities of the Commission.
The State Coordinator
NIMC Jigawa, Aminu
Jakada, made the call
when he paid courtesy
to the Managing Direc-

tor (MD) of the station,
Musa Usman in Dutse.
Jakada reiterated the
importance of the National Identity Management system, most especially on enrolling all
citizens and legal residents into the National
Identity Database and
issue them with a unique
identifier, the “National
Identification Number
(NIN)”, as part of its

mandate to own, manage, create and operate
the National Identity
Management
System
(NIMS).
In his remarks, the MD
Horizon FM, Musa Usman expressed gratitude to the NIMC Jigawa State for the visit
and assured of his commitment
towards
achieving NIMC’s mandates.

South East Welcomes New Regional Coordinator
The new Regional Coordinator was welcomed at the
inaugural meeting
of
the
South East Region held in
Enugu State. In
attendance
The Regional Coordinator, Barr. Frank
were state CoD. Unuigboje with the South Eastern
ordinators,
Regional AGM and State Coordinators.
from five south
The South East Region eastern states , Heads
of National Identity of departments, RegionManagement Commission al Admin and the Rewelcomed the new Re- gional AGM.
gional Coordinator, Mr
Frank D. Unuigboje Esq. In his address, Mr.
who will oversee the Frank thanked everyone
states in the South East present and appreciated
Region comprising of all efforts put in place
Abia, Anambra, Ebonyi, in running their various
Enugu and Imo state State offices and derespectively.
partments despite several challenges facing
the region. He also reit-

erated his optimism
that the performance of
the region will improve.
“My priority is not just
to ensure all Local Government Areas within
the zone are functioning
but to also ensure they
have good enrollment
figures as I will be visiting the States regularly
and operate from any
State within the zone.”
He stated.
The host State Coordinator Mrs. Chizoba HBC
-Ogboko
proffered
gratitude for the words
of encouragement and
assured the new Regional Coordinator of the
cooperation from all Coordinators so as to
achieve the mandate of
the Commission.

